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As we close on another year, a very different and crazy
one, one we will for sure never forget. 

We’d like to say thank you to you all for your support in helping

us make a difference. SASA has continued to maintain its place

in the industry and we continue to gain acceptance. 

At the start of this all, we had no idea how things would pan out

and our worst-case scenario was that we would be back to

normal by August, but alas this has not been the case. Many

have struggled through this time and we are glad that SASA

along with some stunt coordinators we able were able to lessen

the load for some families in need in the SA stunt community. 

The SASA office will be closed as of Close of Monday the 20th of

December 2020, and will be open again on the 11th of January

2021. Should there be any emergencies, these will be attended

to but otherwise, we need a breather after a rather interesting

year. Look forward to catching up in the new year.

We wish you all a safe festive season. 
Rest up, we anticipate a busy year.
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but declined to discuss the matter
publicly.

Law enforcement officials believe
Tahilramani, who was going by the
name of Gobind Tahil at the time of
the arrest, impersonated powerful
female figures, including several
Hollywood notables like Amy
Pascal and Kathleen Kennedy, and
then used these personas to
convince people building their
careers in the creative arts to travel
to Indonesia on the promise of
work. Once there, the marks paid
cash for logistical services such as
driving and fixing, with the promise
of reimbursement on the backend.
The projects never materialized and
the money vanished.

Police seized Tahilramani during an
early-morning raid. The arrest was
the culmination of an extended,
multi-jurisdictional investigation
lasting more than a year.
Tahilramani appeared before a
magistrate in Manchester late last
week accompanied by a defense
attorney provided by the
government. He is being held
pending a decision on extradition to
the United States. U.S. officials
hope to charge him for crimes
related to the scam.

The FBI did not comment. K2
Integrity declined to comment on
the arrest but did provide a
statement:

“K2 Integrity commends the
collaborative efforts of the United
States, British, and Indonesian law 

Source: The Hollywood Reporter, 12/13/2020
by Andy Lewis

Police in Manchester, England,
have arrested 41-year-old
Hargobind Tahilramani, allegedly
responsible for a long-running
scam in which he impersonated
Hollywood notables including
Kathleen Kennedy and Wendi
Murdoch and bilked would-be
creatives out of hundreds of
thousands of dollars.

Early in the morning on Nov. 26,

police in the northern English city

of Manchester arrested a man U.S.

officials believe to be the so-called

Con Queen of Hollywood.

Hargobind Tahilramani, a 41-

year-old Indonesian man and

convicted felon, was arrested near

downtown Manchester, ending a

years-long investigation by agents

from the FBI and private

investigators from K2 Integrity

(formerly K2 Intelligence), a New

York-based corporate security

firm.

Sources with knowledge of the

investigation confirmed the arrest 

enforcement agencies for their
work in bringing the individual
known as the ‘Con Queen of
Hollywood’ to justice,” said K2’s
executive chair, Jules Kroll, in the
statement.

Beginning as early as 2015 and
continuing largely unimpeded for
the next five years, Tahilramani
allegedly lured scores of victims
into a series of impersonation
scams. Over time, he adapted the
con to suit his needs as he
expanded and diversified his roster
of potential victims.

At the most basic level, the scams
were sophisticated catfishing
operations. Highly skilled with
accents and voices, Tahilramani
allegedly passed himself off as
several powerful female executives.
By 2017, he was impersonating
former Sony chair Amy Pascal, Star
Wars producer Kathleen Kennedy
and former Paramount boss Sherry
Lansing.

In addition to Hollywood notables,
Tahilramani also sought out highly
visible people in other areas,
including media, politics and
international business. He duped
his marks into believing he was
Wendi Murdoch, the wife of Fox
chairman Rupert Murdoch, and
Christine Hearst Schwarzman, the
intellectual property lawyer and
wife of billionaire Blackstone Group
CEO Stephen Schwarzman (he also
briefly ran President Trump’s
Strategic and Policy Forum). By late
last year, before the coronavirus
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"Con Queen of

Hollywood"

Arrested (Exclusive)



Once there, they were asked to pay
for expensive car services, and
many of them forked over
substantial sums of cash —
sometimes well into the thousands
and in some cases the tens of
thousands of dollars — to pay for
these elite driving services, airfare
and other fees, with the promise of
reimbursement on the backend. But
the promised reimbursements
never materialized, according to
victims who traveled to Indonesia
for the fictitious projects.

Using a network of unwitting
proxies on the ground who helped
carry out his instructions,
Tahilramani pocketed much, if not
all of, the money, officials believe.
U.S. law enforcement agencies
involved have yet to reveal the
financial scope of the scam.

The child of immigrants from
Pakistan and Hong Kong,
Tahilramani was raised in an
affluent neighborhood of Jakarta.
Around the age of 18, he came to
the United States, where he
attended college for two years. He
studied briefly at the community
college level in California,
participating in the competitive
speech and debate circuit, before
continuing for another year at
Bradley University in Peoria,
Illinois.

pandemic shut down global travel,

he was still luring people to

Indonesia by successfully

impersonating the prominent

Singapore business magnate and

so-called “Boss of Bond Street,”

Christina Ong.

As recently as last month,

Tahilramani was continuing to

convince people to send him

money.

Time and again, however,

Tahilramani turned his attention

to Hollywood, repeatedly

demonstrating a keen knowledge

of how the industry works and

perhaps betraying a sense of his

own stifled ambitions to be a

player in the world of

entertainment. Within the last

year, he had impersonated at least

two dozen Hollywood names,

both men and women, who have

worked as producers, directors,

casting directors and managers,

among them several figures who

worked on tentpole Marvel

productions.

In the guise of these well-known

people, Tahilramani allegedly

targeted dozens of ordinary

working people including makeup

artists, photographers, actors and

stunt performers. Using the bona

fides of the people whose

identities he impersonated, he

convinced many of the marks to

travel to Indonesia on lavish

promises of work and huge

budgets.

While still a student, he also got
into legal trouble. According to
public court records, Tahilramani
was named in a lawsuit in which he
and several other defendants were
accused of misappropriation of
school funds. He was also booked
on charges of falsifying checks in
Las Vegas in 2001.

Back in Indonesia, in 2006, police
arrested Tahilramani on charges of
embezzlement, and he was
sentenced to several months in
Cipinang Penitentiary, a notorious
complex that has housed political
prisoners for decades and earned a
rebuke from Amnesty International
in the 1990s after reports surfaced
of inmates being tortured. While in
prison, he got hold of a cellphone
and made a menacing call to the
U.S. Embassy in Jakarta, which
earned him additional time behind
bars.

After his release from prison,
Tahilramani embarked on the
earliest versions of what would
become the Con Queen scam. By
2015, Tahilramani had begun
impersonating figures from the
then-nascent China Film Group, a
mainland China outfit that was
responsible for several large
productions.

One victim from this period was
Gregory Mandarano, an aspiring
screenwriter based in Long Island,
New York. Over a period of months
beginning in the summer of 2015,
Mandarano and his then-writing
partner traveled to Indonesia six 
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By 2016, Tahilramani had set up
shop in the United Kingdom, where
he attempted to reinvent himself.
That year, as he was continuing to
impersonate people as part of the
Indonesia travel scheme, he began a
secondary pursuit as an Instagram
influencer specializing in London
food culture.

Tahilramani was the host of
“Purebytes,” an Instagram account
which boasted over 50,000
followers by January 2019. On
Purebytes, which had as its tagline
“Every Meal Has a Story,”
Tahilramani presented himself as a
footloose foodie writer and
adventurer who had spent his
childhood between Indonesia and
the United States.

The posts, mostly pictures but also
some videos, were typical of the
Instagram food world — luxuriously
photographed images of meals at
some of the toniest restaurants in
the United Kingdom. In his posts, he
shared snippets of the high-end
foodie life, peppered with
anecdotes about his love life, his
relationship with his parents and his
travels across London’s culinary
scene.

On Purebytes, Tahilramani never
identified himself by name, and
adopted a distinct and very
convincing American accent. He
promoted restaurants, joked about
his sexual escapades with attractive
men, and confided with fans about
his purported difficulties with life-
threatening illnesses, including 

times to pursue a project they

believed had been endorsed —

and would soon be financed — by

executives from CFG with whom

they had been in touch.

Mandarano is one of the few

American victims to have seen

Tahilramani in person. During his

trips to Indonesia, Mandarano

met repeatedly with the man, who

at the time was representing

himself as a China Film Group

producer named Anand Sippy.

According to Mandarano, even as

he and his writing partner were

traveling around Indonesia,

ostensibly gathering material for

the script, he was simultaneously

speaking to several different

executives, male and female, with

whom he had been put in touch.

All of these characters may, in

fact, have been Tahilramani.

Mandarano and his family lost

roughly $70,000 to the scam in

the form of driving arrangements,

translators and fixers.

In 2016, The Hollywood Reporter

covered one incarnation of that

early scam, which centered on

several, mostly British, female

makeup artists who were lured to

Indonesia by a producer

purporting to be associated with

The Master, which was filming in

Hong Kong at the time. Like later

victims, the makeup artists

handed over money for driving

services and were never

reimbursed.

LATEST NEWS
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pancreatic cancer. He also
occasionally engaged in public
feuds with public relations firms,
other influencers, and the
occasional restaurant or chef.

Wrote Nicoletta Kotsianas, the K2
investigator who worked most
closely on the case: “Two years ago,
we identified our subject and began
building a meticulous case against
one individual. Now, we have
reached one incredible outcome:
justice for the victims."



refine and adapt our COVID-19
protocols, and so far so good,” says
Genevieve Hofmeyr, of Cape Town-
based Moonlighting Films, which
has serviced more than 100
international series and feature
films, including Warner Bros.’ “Mad
Max: Fury Road,” Disney’s
“Avengers: Age of Ultron” and
Netflix’s “The Crown.”

Moonlighting restarted production
in early October and is currently in
pre-production on an international
TV series that will begin shooting in
February. “From a production
perspective, working in a pandemic
adds multiple layers of complexity
to the production process and there
is much to learn,” says Hofmeyr. “It
is very encouraging to see how
supportive the film community has
been in terms of compliance and co-
operation in the interest of
protecting each other and the
productions.”

South Africa has grown into one of
the world’s leading hubs for
international film and television
shoots, thanks to a combination of
robust financial incentives, skilled
English-speaking crews and a
dazzling range of locations. Foreign
productions can claim a 25% cash
rebate on all qualifying local spend,
while the rebate for South African
co-productions starts at 35%. For
productions that meet the
requirements for the emerging
Black filmmakers incentive, the
rebate rises to 50%.

Recent projects to lens in the 

Source :  By Christopher Vourlias, 9 December

After a partial lifting of travel

restrictions in early October,

South Africa is now fully open for

business, with international film

and TV productions resuming in

time for the Southern

Hemisphere’s busy summer

season.

The new measures allow entry for

all foreign travelers who can

provide proof of a negative

COVID-19 test within 72 hours of

departure, a decision that was

welcomed by members of the

country’s thriving production

services sector. Domestic

production was allowed to resume

as early as May, giving the

industry a chance to prepare the

necessary health and safety

measures once international

shoots were allowed to return.

“Starting production has given us

a great opportunity to test,

country include Amazon Studios’
“Good Omens,” Sony Pictures’
superhero movie “Bloodshot,”
starring Vin Diesel and Sony’s
fantasy action film “Monster
Hunter,” from “Resident Evil”
writer-director Paul W.S. Anderson.

Marisa Sonemann-Turner, of Film
Afrika, which has provided
production services on projects
including the Amazon Studios and
ITV drama “The Widow,” starring
Kate Beckinsale, and “Raised by
Wolves,” the HBO Max sci-fi series
executive produced by Ridley Scott,
says the industry is looking forward
to “a very busy first half of 2021.”

South Africa Readies

to Ramp Up

Production as

International

Travel Resumes
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“There are a number of other
fantastic projects that are prepping
or filming in late 2020,” she says,
including “a returning high-end
television series” that Film Afrika
will be servicing in early 2021.

Production is currently underway
on “Reyka” (pictured), an eight-part
crime series produced by the U.K.’s
Serena Cullen Prods. and South
Africa’s Emmy-nominated Quizzical
Pictures for the South African pay-
TV channel M-Net. Fremantle will
be distributing the series globally.

Other upcoming productions
include Netflix’s “One Piece,” a live-
action adaptation of the iconic
Japanese manga produced by the
U.K.’s Tomorrow Studios and the
Japanese publisher Shueisha, and
“Around the World in 80 Days,” the
David Tennant-starring adaptation
of the Jules Verne classic, a co-
production between Slim Film +
Television and Paris-based
Federation Entertainment in
association with 247 Films. Neither
series has set a start date.
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Despite the stringent lockdown
earlier this year, Sonemann-Turner
says South African bizzers have
rallied together to ensure the
industry would be able to recover
from an unexpected — and
unprecedented — crisis.“

While COVID-19 remains the focus
for all our producing partners
across the world, we as the local
industry are working tirelessly to
provide solutions and support
across the projects,” she says. “The
local talent remain resolute and
diligent about ensuring safe
working practices across Film
Afrika shows.”



Warner Bros. recently dropped a
bombshell that exploded across the
Hollywood landscape with a
declaration to release its entire
2021 slate of movies
simultaneously in cinemas and on
its nascent HBO Max direct-to-
consumer service. The move will
have a significant impact on
Hollywood’s ecosystem and is
causing havoc among struggling
theater owners, on-camera talent
and their agents, who are carping
about potential financial fallout
when negotiating their deals.

At the same time, the ugly truth of
systemic racism — as captured in
the 8-minute, 46-second video of
Floyd’s tragic final moments at the
hands of Minneapolis police officers
in late May — galvanized the
industry to examine its sorely
inadequate diversity and inclusion
practices and forced industry
leaders to step up and speak out
with unprecedented urgency.

To make sense of all that has
transpired in 2020 and what it
portends for the media and
entertainment sectors going
forward, Variety spoke with a cross
section of industry leaders about
the broad theme of change. We
asked senior executives, high-
profile artists, actors, writers,
directors, producers and
entrepreneurs to reflect on the
most significant changes of the past
12 months and to pinpoint the
issues and opportunities that are
most important to restoring the
industry to health in 2021 and
beyond.

interviewed for this week’s Variety
cover story. “When Chadwick
Boseman died, I remember that gut-
punch feeling that this year was
designed to test our mettle.”

The underpinnings of the media
business were shaken to their core
with a pandemic that crippled on-
set production and forced movie
and live-event theaters and arenas
to be shut down, leaving tens of
thousands of workers unemployed.

While executives who work at
studios, production outfits, talent
agencies, management companies
and entertainment law firms and in
other office jobs were for the most
part able to pivot quickly and
conduct business via home Zoom
calls, many crew members were left
struggling to qualify for
unemployment benefits given the
nature of project-by-project work
in TV and film. Caterers; stylists;
movie theater, Broadway and
theme park employees; as well as
scores of others in support-staff
roles have been sidelined while the
spread of COVID-19 ravages the
global economy.

Even upper and middle managers
haven’t been immune to the waves
of pink slips unleashed by large
media company employers,
including WarnerMedia, Disney,
Comcast and ViacomCBS.

Traditional business models,
including the further erosion of the
linear television bundle, continued
to be upended this year by the
ferocious streaming revolution.  

Source : By Cynthia Littleton, Claudia Eller

To say that 2020 has been a

ground-shifting year, would be to

minimize all of the profound

sorrow, loss and upheaval that

these past 12 months have sowed.

One of the most confounding

aspects of this cataclysmic year

has been how ubiquitous the pain

has been spread, whether it was

from the public health crisis and

its life-or-death stakes, or the

centuries-long systemic racism

and injustice that was

accentuated by the murder of

George Floyd, or in the fallout

from the sociopolitical culture

wars that have unleashed so much

distrust and disdain among

Americans.

The world of sports and

entertainment also suffered the

untimely deaths of two young,

beloved figures.

“It was a terrible year that started

with Kobe Bryant dying,” says

actor-director George Clooney,

one of seven industry figures

Entertainment

Industry Leaders

Reflect on 2020
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When asked the three things he’d
most like to see happen in the new
year, Pharrell Williams, also
among those Variety interviewed,
said: “Empathy, humility,
gratitude.”

Here is an edited compilation of
Variety’s conversations.

GEORGE CLOONEY
Actor, director, producer

“We shot a movie [‘The Midnight
Sky’] that was designed to be
shown in theaters. The first thing I
said to the Netflix guys was ‘I
don’t want anybody to ever say,
“Stay home from school, don’t go
out for dinner, but definitely come
to see my movie.”‘ There’s no
reality in it. So the movie is going
to come out on Netflix. We told
them we’d shoot it in 65mm
because it’s night and day when
you see it on a giant screen. This
particular film is made for that.
But if you can’t, you can’t. There
are a lot bigger issues in the world
right now than that.” For the full
story, click here.

PHARRELL WILLIAMS
Recording artist, songwriter,
producer, philanthropist,
entrepreneur

“The biggest challenge is the system
becoming hyper-aware of its
purposeful blockages and making
things more equitable for all people.
We need more advocates and allies.
Those things seem so obvious, but it
doesn’t to a lot of people because a
fish doesn’t know it’s wet. It
requires extreme self-awareness,
an extreme level of empathy, to say,
‘OK, that’s not so nice.'” For the full
story, click here.

LIN-MANUEL MIRANDA
Actor, director, singer, composer

“The loss to the theater community
is already incalculable. It’s shown
people who go into this way of life
how fragile it is, how dependent we
are on each other, and when the

ability to gather is taken away, how
long it can take. I’ve written rec
letters for fellow actors who are
going into other lines of work.
That’s a real hole, and I don’t know
who is going to come back on the
other side of it.” For the full story,
click here.

PEARLENA IGBOKWE
Universal Studio Group Chairman“

In the midst of challenges, chaos
and disruption, it’s leadership that
makes the difference. What we’ve
learned from 2020, with all of its
challenges, is that leadership will be
the key to driving success for
companies in transition.” For the full
story, click here.

TONY VINCIQUERRA
Sony Pictures Entertainment
Chairman-CEO

“The pandemic is adding to the
tremendous upheaval that we’re
already facing in the business.
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https://variety.com/2020/film/news/george-clooney-movie-industry-theaters-coronavirus-pandemic-1234854154/
https://variety.com/2020/music/news/pharrell-williams-black-ambition-artists-rights-1234854173/
https://variety.com/2020/legit/news/lin-manuel-miranda-broadway-return-pandemic-1234854200/
https://variety.com/2020/film/news/pearlena-igbokwe-universal-diversity-leadership-1234854206/


The hardships from COVID-19
are accelerating the changes in
the theatrical windows and the
erosion of the traditional linear
television bundle. We are proud of
being the only studio in the
business that didn’t do massive
layoffs this year. We have made
the hard decisions on
restructurings over the past few
years because we needed to
reflect how our customers are
operating.” For the full story, click
here.

CHARLES D. KING
Macro Founder-CEO

Former WME partner Charles D.
King launched Macro in 2015 as a
production banner to focus on
amplifying stories and creative
talent from underrepresented
backgrounds. As Macro
approaches its sixth anniversary
next month, King speaks with
Variety about leading a young
business at a time of
unprecedented challenges and
opportunities for the kind of
content King has vowed to
champion. For the full story, click
here.

JASON KILAR
WarnerMedia CEO

“The pandemic is absolutely
accelerating change because
consumers are changing. In the case
of WarnerMedia, this means that
we need to talk about the fan. Let’s
talk about the customer. And let’s
talk about the amazing things that
we can do on their behalf. That
really is what our business comes
down to, which is how can we move
the world through story, which, of
course, is very firmly focused on the
fan. And what we want to do is
leverage every single tool in the
arsenal to be able to do a better job
each and every day.” For the full
story, click here.
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teamwork makes the

dream work

Stunt Coordinator: Vernon
Willimse
Ass. & 2nd Unit Stunt
Coordinator: David Davadoss
Fight Coordinator: Filip Ciprian
Florian
Key Rigger: Craig Fox
Rigging Supervisor: Leander
Lacey

Stunt Performers
DeVille Vannik - "Earl"
Natalie Walsh & Angela
Beccaro - Tania Raymonde
Doubles
Lana Katz - 2nd Unit Tania
Raymonde Double

'DEEP BLUE SEA 3' EPK

CLICK HERE for YouTube Link

Team Involved:

THE COMEDY MOVIE OF 2020

Envelope, please! The results are in and the 2020 E!

People's Choice Awards winners are...

On Sunday, Nov. 15, the 2020 PCAs aired live on E! and

artists across music, movies, TV and pop culture were

crowned winners during the only award show voted on

by the people! Fans cast over one billion votes this year

—yes, you read that right!—and have decided who was

the best of the best in 2020.

The Kissing Booth 2 walked away with ''The Comedy of the

Year 2020' award!

E! Entertainment: People's Choice

Awards

MEMBER NEWS
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3ibXOV1e0E&fbclid=IwAR3722ZDiWeKRRxzvo2OPc2DiryVSlU9P84EShLAR6_sruylnUQxkfJQlR8


Stunt Coordinator - Kerry Gregg

Ass. Stunt Coordinators - Anneli Muller & Paul Hampshire

Stunt PA - Angela Beccaro

Fight Choreographer - Filip Ciprian Florian

Stunts Winch Supervisor - Dermot Brogan 

Key Stunt Rigger - Joe Spilhaus

Riggers:
Matt Wood, Leo Du Plessis, Matthew Wormser, George

Schoonraad, Dermot Brogan, Warren Germishuys, Ruan

Lückhoff, Damo Green

MONSTER HUNTER:
Milla Jovovich will battle massive monsters in Paul W.S. Anderson‘s

upcoming video game adaptation Monster Hunter, and a more

detailed plot synopsis has been unleashed.

Team Involved:

MEMBER NEWS

Lana Katz
Kabelo Chalatsane Malibongwe
Chantel Nel
Caprice Masinga
Stuart Williamson
Ian Williamson
Daniel HImschoot
Aaron Muchanyu
Filip Ciprian Florian
Francois Groenewald
Tristan Wrench
Ruan Lückhoff
Grant Powell
Owen MacRae
Aaron Muchanyu
Michael Solomon
Damo Green

Stunt Performers:

Check out the lastest movies to hit cinemas:
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Anneli Muller - "Milla Jovovich" Double
Malin Kirjonen - "Milla Jovovich" Double
Russ McCarroll - "Tony Jaa" Double
Frans Steyn - "Josh Helman" Double
Ian Williamson - "Ron Perlman" Double
Heinrich Smith - 'TI' Double

Stunt Doubles:



MEMBER NEWS

BLACK BEAUTY:
Mackenzie Foy and the voice of Kate Winslet headline this latest,

live-action take on the classic book.

“When our producers wanted to remake Black Beauty, they

wanted two things: to modernize the story and to make Black

Beauty female,” says Ashley Avis, who directed and wrote the

screenplay for the new adaptation of the classic horse tale due out

on Disney Plus late this year.

The producers got their wish — and more.

With the new adaptation of Black Beauty coming to Disney Plus,

director Ashley Avis and actors Kate Winslet, Iain Glen, and

Mackenzie Foy prove there are still good horse movies to be made.

Check out the lastest South African Made movies:
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Dan Fourie
Craig Fox
Jeremy Ward

Rigging Team:
Katja Hopkins
Trevor Frost
Kabelo Chalatsane Malibongwe
Craig MacRae
Pierre Marais

Stunt PerformersFilm Equus
Horses (Elbrus)
Liberty Horse
Master Cody
Rawson-Harris



Tieing the Knot

Congrats to Daniel Himschoot

& Viktorija Ciric  who said "I

do" during November.

Wishing you both joy and

happiness in the years to

come!

NOVEMBER
George Schoonraad- 02

Warren Germishuys - 07

Toni Jean Erasmus - 19

Shaun Petersen - 23

Russ McCarroll - 29

CONGRATULATIONS

DECEMBER
Leo Du Plessis - 02

Alwyn Marx - 03

Samantha Willoughby - 03

Johann Spilhaus - 08

Daniel Fourie - 16

James Frost - 16

Bjorn De Klerk - 18

MEMBER NEWS
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Say 'hello' to our new members:

MANDLA NKAMBULE
ASSITANT RIGGER

ROBIN KLAASEN
ENTRY LEVEL STUNTS

Engagement!

Congrats to Cameron Froud

on his engagement which

happened 19 December.

Wishing you all the best!



Frans Styen

Lana Katz 

Leander Lacey

Melain Hampshire

Mick Milligan

Paul Hampshire

Travis Paterson

Warren Knipe

The website is 100% up and running and being used as a

resource by coordinators. Anyone visiting the website

can view your details and prints z-cards which makes life

much easier for all. Therefore it is important to make

sure all your info and pictures are up to date and correct.

If you have not yet registered please do so and send

updated images to sastuntcrew@gmail.com.

8 separate images 1) Front 2) 45° 3) Side 4) back (4 head and

shoulders and 4 full length).

Do not resize or crop images. I will resize and the website will

automatically creates z-card when uploaded.

You can send a separate headshot as your profile image (This

can be a professional shot).

No edited or filtered images

Make sure to have a nice clean background, preferably a

white or grey wall, but any clean background is good.

Guys wear Shorts and a vest. 

All images to be in colour.

Website Registration

Images Specs:

Frans Steyn

Francois Groenewald

Matt Esof

Toni Jean Erasmus

Nathan Barris

Travis Paterson

Francois Grobbelaar

Joe Spilhaus

Lana Katz

Melain Hampshire

To be finalized so will keep you guys

updated

TRAINING COMMITTEE:

RIGGING COMMITTEE:

MARKETING COMMITTEE:

DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE:
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REMINDERS

THE MARTINI SHOT

SASA BOARD MEMBERS:

committees

http://gmail.com/


/SASA

THAT'S A WRAP

youtube/sasa SASA admin@sastuntcrew.co.za

#STUNTLIFE

@sasa admin@sastuntcrew.co.za


